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From Riskfolio to OLS 

Experiment with a 
Parametric Model 

A quick benchmark: sklearn_linear model
● Training_Set: Set the time horizon as 8 weeks, 

putting the stock price in each past week in a 
single column (x) and regard the stock price in  
the most recent week as the target variable.

● Additional inputs: Besides price, the weekly 
updates from companies’ balance can also be 
properly find their places

● Prediction: Once we add the most recent week’s 
stats into the model, we will be able to generate 
the predictions for this week!

Kick-Start from RF

Quantitative Strategic Asset Allocation
Inputs: The percentage of the return is all what it requires.
Parameter: The model for optimizing weights allocation; the 
risk measure standard; risk-free and risk aversion rate, etc.

Output: 
1.  The optimal weights of investments.
2.  The mean expected return vector
3.  The covariance matrix indicating the fluctuation 

Import More Factors

Past prices, trade volume, what else can we use?



Factor-Driven Idea

Not surprisingly, this doesn’t give out good predive results…

What’s Next?
● We need to refine our factors, rather 

than blindly putting the available inputs 
there, we probably should find some 
thesis with a mature methodology.

● Back test: Here we simply split them 
into training and test datasets and then 
simulate the scenario once, making the 
final prediction directly. Instead, it 
should be tested multiple times and we 
should let the model learn from the 
errors it made in the previous period



Factor-Driven Model
It all starts from following attributes:

• Open price

• Close price

• Volume

• High price

• Low price

• Adjusted Close Price

And those serve as the bricks we need to 
set up factors

Under the guidance from previous research paper, 
we constructed the factors as following:

Assigning weights to different factors:
1. Fixed Weights
2. Rolling Adjusted Weights based on back test

Each factor represents a distinguished dimension of stocks



Rolling by Sliding Windows
- Redefine the composite factors

- Use a window for 30 days
- Get the moving average returns by the sliding 

window
- Get the moving average sr/ret/markowitz 

value by the sliding window
- For each day(>=30) we get a weight list 

and composite a factor
- Output the prediction list determined by the 

sliding window
- Use the prediction list for back testing

- Each day the weight changes based on  past 
30 days’ data

- Better for continuous prediction and back 
testing, less efficient for single prediction



ML LightGBM Selection
- Train_set: composite factor value (days * stocks)

- 2019_01_01 - 2021_10_01
- Validation_set

- 2021_10_01 - 2022_06_30
- Test

- 2022_06_30 - Now
- Params

- Boosting type: gbdt
- objective : regression
- Metric: l2
- Round: 100
- Early stopping rounds: 10

- Use predicted value for backtesting
- Try decay
- Compare with sharpe ratio methods 

Original prediction
Decayed prediction

Sharpe ratio
Decayed prediction



Manual Adjustment 

- Adjustment on S&P 500 stocks:
- Market analyst reports
- Events, e.g. earnings announcements
- News

- Adjustment on ETFs:
- Yahoo Finance Top ETFs 

- Adjustment on Cryptos:
- News
- Constraint: < 5% weight in overall portfolio



Rank Distribution - Fitting Stock Returns

- Check whether the data is skewed       p-value of the Shapiro-Wilk test < 0.05                                         
-       data is indeed right-skewed 
- The poor fitting result into normal distribution also supports the same 

conclusion.



Rank Distribution - Fitting Tryouts

- To remove the skewness, we tried four ways:

Log Normal Distribution

This approach performed better. 
However, simply taking the log of 

all expected returns will 
automatically drop all negative 

values, as the log cannot be 
applied to negative numbers.

Adjusted Log Normal 
Distribution

We added 1 for each expected 
return and then performed the 
log-normal fitting model. This 

approach allows us to include the 
negative expected returns in the 

distribution.

Cube Root Transformation

We first took each expected return's 
cube roots which can be applied to 

both negative and positive values. Then 
we fitted the cube-rooted results into a 
normal distribution. However, the result 
showed a bi-model shape which is not 

compliant with our data.

Gamma Distribution

We fitted the data into a 
gamma distribution, but 
the result was not ideal.



Rank Distribution - Finding Ranking Benchmarks

- After choosing the distribution of 110 stocks' 
expected returns, we decide on benchmarks 
to calculate ranking probabilities. 

- Split the fitted distribution into 5 equal parts:
- Derive 4 numbers: X_1, X_2, X_3, X_4
- Segment the distribution into 5 parts 
- The area under PDF (Probability Density Function) 

in each part = 20%

X_1 X_2 X_4X_3



Rank Distribution - Simulating Distribution

- Knowing each stock's expected return and 
variance       simulate the normal distribution 
and generate CDF (Cumulative Density 
Function) for each stock 

- Use the CDF to compute the probability for 
each benchmark:

- P(X<X_1), P(X<X_2), P(X<X_3), P(X<X_4) 
- Probability for this stock's return falling in 

rank 1 = P(X<X_1)
- Probability for this stock's return falling in 

rank 2 = P(X<X_2)−P(X<X_1) and 
similarly for rank 3, 4 and 5



Conclusion & Future Works

Conclusion

- Weighting Methods: 
- Riskfolio, Factor-Driven Model, ML Optimization, Manual Tuning

- Ranking Distribution: 
- Benchmarking, Simulating Distribution

Future Works

- How to include financial data from I/S, B/S, and SCF in models?
- More information to adjust ETFs and Cryptos?
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